Thermodynamics of soft anisotropic contact lines.
Contact lines arising from the intersection of interfaces between liquids and nematic liquid crystals are representative models of soft anisotropic contact lines. This paper presents the thermodynamics of soft anisotropic contact lines and the derivation of the one dimensional (1D) Gibbs-Duhem adsorption equation. Consistency between the 1D Gibbs-Duhem equation and the classical equations of lineal nematostatics is shown. Using a phase space that takes into account thermodynamics, liquid crystalline order, and geometric variables, the generalized nematic line Gibbs-Duhem equation reveals the presence of couplings between curvature, torsion, adsorption, temperature, and average molecular orientation. Merging the thermodynamic analysis with nematostatics results in a model for contact line shape and orientation selection. The ability of an adsorbed solute to orient the director and to bend and twist the contact line is predicted. The thermodynamic origin of preferred orientation at a straight contact line is established.